
Tolsma Tanks fits a 10ft or 20ft ISO shipping container 
with one or more cylindrical, ADR-approved, 
double-walled tanks with associated installations, in 
accordance with the customer’s specifications. Fuel 
storage from 4,500 to 20,000 litres. Combinations of 
capacities are possible, for the storage of diesel and 
AdBlue for example. 

Functionalities
• Storage capacities from 4,500 to 20,000 litres.
•  Variable layout, optionally with two tanks (AdBlue!).

Separate access to pump compartment and tank 
compartment as an option.

•  Can be equipped with pump sets, reels, drip trays
etc.

•  Roof and side hatches (optional) for accessibility
and inspection, lead-throughs for fuel hoses and
power cables.

• Container with large doors.
•  Meets all requirements of ADR, EN, KIWA and Vlarem.
•  Can be easily moved with forklift or twistlocks.
•  Can be finished in any desired colour, to match your

corporate identity.
•  Stackable when filled, max. 2 high.

The Tolsma ADRTender: large-scale, multifunctional 
fuel depot on the spot.
Keep on moving!
The ADRTender is the ultimate version of Tolsma's 
well-known EnergyTenders, which are valued 
internationally for their practical utility.

Larger capacities, more possibilities, 
maximum flexibility: 
the Tolsma ADRTender meets many 
mobile and stationary energy needs.

The Tolsma ADRTender, 
mobile fuel storage for 
4,500 litres and up
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DETAIL B

Druk/Vacuum ventiel

2" SOK + (reserve)

2" Tankwagenaansluiting
+ afsluiterOvervulbeveiliging

2" SOK
(+ 1" zuigpunt) 2x

2" SOK
(+ 1" retourpunt) 2x

1½" NIPPEL
(+peilbuis)
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Large-scale multifunctionality and flexibility: 
Tolsma ADRTender. Greater capacity, greater possibilities.

Specifications

Top view 10ft Side view 10ft

Details

The ADRTender can be supplied in the following capacities or combinations of capacities:

diameter capacity type of container options

Ø1600 4,500L 10ft container Extra AdBlue tank

Ø1600 5,000L 10ft container Extra AdBlue tank

Ø1600 8,000L 20ft container Pump compartment, extra AdBlue tank

Ø1600 10,500L 20ft container Extra AdBlue tank

Ø2000 7,500L 10ft container 

Ø2000 13,500L 20ft container Pump compartment

Ø2000 16,500L 20ft container 

Ø2200 16,500L 20ft high cube container Pump compartment, extra AdBlue tank

Ø2200 20,000L 20ft high cube container 

Level sensor 1.5"
Generator connections

Overfill sensor
Suction pipe connection
Spare 2" fitting
Filling connection + overfill protection
Aeration/vent



Certification
The Tolsma ADRTender is built in conformity with ISO standards and dimensions and complies with the 
relevant regulations of ADR, EN, KIWA and Vlarem. Tolsma Tanks can deliver customised solutions, in terms of 
both engineering and production. Ask about the possibilities.
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Tank compartment
With AdBlue tank (optional)

Pump compartment
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Greater capacity, greater 
possibilities: Tolsma Tanks

The Tolsma ADRTender is one of the many above-
ground fuel storage solutions that Tolsma Tanks 
offers.

Tolsma Tanks is an all-round supplier, with our 
own engineering and production capabilities. This 
means we can handle customisation just as easily 
as series construction.

Innovation runs in our veins at Tolsma, so it’s 
no surprise that the EnergyTenders concept we 
invented has been so widely copied.

Every Tolsma Tank offers the user extra 
convenience and/or safety.

Mobile storage, stationary storage, steel tanks we 
make ourselves and plastic tanks from renowned 
manufacturers, rental, purchase or lease: Tolsma 
Tanks always offers a suitable solution.

Maahantuonti, jälleenmyynti, huolto :


